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The Economic and Social Impacts of Lifting Work Restrictions on People
Seeking Asylum

Ekaterina Aleynikova and Max A. MosleyNational Institute of Economic and Social Research (NIESR)
AbstractThis mixed-methods NIESR discussion paper estimates the economic and social impacts of lifting theright-to-work restriction on people seeking asylum in the UK. This is the first paper to simulate theeffect of lifting this restriction with the use of a state-of-the-art macroeconomic model which allowsus to estimate this outcome in a more holistic manner. We find that the annual impact from allowingpeople seeking asylum the right to work would be:

– Increased Tax Revenue by £1.3 billion
– Reduced Government Expenditure by £6.7 billion
– Increased GDP by £1.6 billion

We support this research with qualitative evidence from people seeking asylum in the UK to determinehow this restriction interacts with people’s day-to-day lives and to understand whether lifting thisrestriction would have an impact on their wellbeing. This illustrates how restrictions on the ability toearn an income can leave people applying for asylum at risk of coercion into exploitative work, whichcan intersect with their health, wellbeing and ability to integrate in the UK.
With the use of more precise methods in estimating the fiscal gain from granting the right to work topeople seeking asylum, the inclusion of a macroeconomic model and addition of qualitative evidence,we are able to state with confidence that lifting this restriction would make a substantial contributionto the economy and enhance the wellbeing of people seeking asylum in the UK.
JEL Codes: E21, E62, H53
Keywords Asylum, Right to Work, Macroeconomic Model, Wellbeing
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1 Introduction

The United Kingdom imposes arguably thestrongest set of restrictions on the right towork for asylum applicants compared to otherEuropean nations. Although nearly all Europeannations impose some degree of time restrictionon the right to work for people waiting onthe outcome of their asylum applications, thistypically lasts for around six months (Fig. 1) fromthe point of application.
The UK is one of six European nations whogrant asylum applicants the right to work afterthey have been waiting for an outcome of theirapplication for longer than a year.
However, it is the only country to impose furtherrestrictions onwhat jobs a person seeking asylumcan apply for once the right to work has beengranted by allowing people to only take up jobson a ‘shortage occupations’ list.
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Figure 1: Duration of Right-to-Work Restrictions Across EuropeThe United Kingdom imposes the strictest set of right-to-work restrictions on people seeking asylumcompared to other European nations.

Notes: Some countries havemore nuanced right-to-work restrictions such as temporarywork permits inNorway.
Source: NIESR Analysis of various United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) resources

Further, people seeking asylum in the UK donot have ‘recourse to public funds’ while theyare subject to immigration control unless anexception is applied, meaning they cannot applyfor typical social security offered to those notin work. Without an exemption being applied,people seeking asylumwill not be allowed to seekany source of non-familial income on entry intothe UK.
An exception may only be applied to applicantsat risk of destitution, who are then able toclaim some financial and housing support, whichis more limited than the typical social securityoffered (these entitlements are further outlinedin the methodology section).

1.1 Assessing the Justification for
Restrictions: Pull-Factor Theory

This comparatively restrictive approach isargued to be necessary to avoid incentivisingdisingenuous asylum claims and encouragingeconomic migration. The Home Officethemselves state:
“[The policy is to] ensure a clear distinction between
economic migration and asylum that discourages
those who do not need protection from claiming
asylum to benefit from economic opportunities they
would not otherwise be eligible for” (Home Office,2022b)
This language reflects concerns over the‘pull factor’ theory, which asserts that
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because economic migrants will be ‘pulled’towards countries with the strongesteconomic opportunities, imposing right-to-workrestrictions on asylum applications will removethe incentive for disingenuous asylum claims. Theprinciple of right-to-work restrictions is thereforetominimise these economic opportunities so thatonly those truly fleeing conflict and persecutionapply for asylum and those seeking economicopportunities apply for work visas.
Many studies have sought to establish whethereconomic opportunities (such as the availabilityof public funds and/or work opportunities) playa decisive role in determining asylum seekersdecisions to leave their country of origin orchoose where to seek asylum, as implied inthe justifications for right-to-work restrictions.However, these empirical studies so far havefound little to no evidence supporting thisposition. A study funded by the Home Officeconcluded that:
"There was very little evidence that the sample
respondents [of asylum applicants questioned] had
a detailed knowledge of: UK immigration or asylum
procedures; entitlements to benefits in the UK; or
the availability of work in the UK” (Robinson andSegrott, 2002).
If asylum seekers are not aware of theemployment rights of the destination country,or a cross-country comparison of such rights, therestrictions on their ability to work cannot beargued to impact their decisions to choose theUK as a country to claim asylum in. Similarly,the welcoming nature or economic opportunitiesof the host country cannot be factoring intothe decisions to leave the country of origin andpursue refugee status if they are unaware ofit. Instead, motivations have often been foundto be driven by the need to flee conflict andpersecution (Silverstein et al., 2021), the desireto live in a peaceful country and existing familial,cultural or linguistic linkswithin theUK (Robinsonand Segrott, 2002).
For example, one study which assesses thenational economic and political contexts inexplaining the motivations of asylum applicantsfinds that this holds only ‘limited practicalsignificance’ (Toshkov, 2014). A further studythat assesses the link between immigration

policy in Norway and the demand for asylumapplications concluded that policies such as‘restrictive social rights or those that constrainliving standards of applicants’ do not work asa tool to control migration (Valenta, 2014).Although there may be clear reasons why pullfactor theory would apply to typical economicmigration routes, a recent paper described it asbeing not appropriate when applying it to forcedmigration (Mayblin, 2017).
Another paper examines whether business cyclefluctuations (defined as a given unemploymentrate of the origin and host country) can explainvariations in the flow of refugees and finds norelationship. It concludes that motivations forlabour migration, such as favourable economicconditions indicated by job opportunities, do notplay the same role for forced migration as they dofor economic migration (Kang, 2021).
Looking across Europe, there is often littlevariation between acceptance rates acrosscountries with varying degrees of restrictions oneconomic and social rights of asylum applicants.In the UK typically around 35 per cent ofasylum applications are accepted (although thishas been much higher in the last few years).This is relatively similar to the 25 per centacceptance rate of Sweden, which permits workfrom the point of application. Therefore, theargument that restrictions on the right to workare important tools to control immigration arehighly tenuous and not supported by empiricalevidence.
Given this, it is reasonable to explore thenegative consequences on applicants and widersociety resulting from a policy found to beineffective in controlling demand for asylumapplications. Firstly, these restrictions willnaturally carry an economic cost. Not only docentral and local governments lose out on the taxrevenue they would otherwise gain from allowingpeople applying for asylum to work, but centralgovernment must also provide cash and housingsupport to applicants at risk of destitution whilethey are prohibited from earning an income.
The right-to-work restrictions also have furthercosts due to their social consequences. Thesesocial consequences have previously been foundto include poor mental health from worklessness
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(Hocking et al., 2015), risk of destitution (Mayblinand James, 2019) and barriers to integration(Mulvey, 2015). Moreover, the position theserestrictions force asylum applicants into hasbeen found to make them highly vulnerable toexploitation and modern slavery (Waite, 2017).
1.2 Contribution of This Paper

As this body of literature implies that right-to-work restrictions do not control demandfor asylum applications at any level, ourdiscussion paper explores the economic andsocial implications of lifting this policy in itsentirety. The scenario elected to simulated ischosen exclusively by this previous research. Thisdiscussion paper seeks to explore this questionby utilising a combination of quantitativeresearch, including a global-econometric model(NiGEM), and qualitative evidence from previousliterature to explore this question.
We focus on how right-to-work restrictions

impact the wellbeing of asylum applicants byexploring previous studies that have interviewedasylum applicants. This enables us to commenton the potential implications of the removalof this restriction on their wellbeing. Theinsights that were generated partially guided ourquantitative research into the excess spendingon support of enforced worklessness and losttax-receipts which we cost by using a nationalUnit Cost Database maintained by the GreaterManchester Combined Authority (GMCA). Wethen use these findings to calibrate our global-econometric model NiGEM to determine thefurther macroeconomic implication of grantingthe right to work to people seeking asylum.
Section 2 provides more information about thismethodology. Our findings are presented insection 3, which outlines qualitative insightswith quantitative estimates throughout the keythemes explored. We finish with a discussion andconclusion in section 4.

2 Methodology

2.1 Unit Cost Analysis

As this paper simulates the effect of liftingwork restrictions for a defined number ofpeople, we first need to determine how muchit currently costs the government to providefinancial support to asylum applicants instead ofallowing them to work. We employ a Unit CostDatabase maintained by the Greater ManchesterCombined Authority (GMCA) which lists variouscosts and potential benefits from a series ofactions, such as the cost of particular welfareclaims or missed tax revenue from concepts likeworklessness (referred to as units).
Before we can provide these estimates, weneed to make assumptions about the number ofworking age asylum seekers in the UK. Previousstudies of this nature have taken the total numberof applicants and provided analysis based on howlong they have been waiting for their application(Refugee Action, 2018). Official immigrationstatistics provide figures as a total and those whohave been waiting for longer than six months.

We use both figures, similar to other studies, withone scenario assuming all asylum applicants areallowed to work based on the total number ofoutstanding applications, and another scenarioassuming the right to work is only granted tothose waiting six months. Although we provideboth scenarios, we take a view that removing therestriction entirely is preferable to a reduction inthe restriction from twelve to six months, giventhe lack of evidence to support the notion thatrestrictions on economic and social rights play ameaningful role in controlling demand for asylumapplications. This breakdown is provided purelyfor the sake of transparency but is not endorsedby the authors.
Based on the latest immigration statistics, thetotal number of outstanding asylum applicationsof working age adults (i.e., excluding dependents)is 136,233 at the end of December 2022 andthose waiting longer than six months is 88,929(Home Office, 2022a). Our analysis assumes thataround 65 per cent of those find a job based ontypical employment patterns.
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We first explore the potential changes in taxreceipts as a result of asylum applicants enteringwork. We estimate the increases in incometax and National Insurance receipts which webase on a modelling exercises undertaken by theDepartment of Work and Pensions (DWP) thatcan be found in the Unit Cost Database (GMCA,2023) which simulates a person in receipt of JobSeekers Allowance (JSA) entering work. We takethe view that this is the most plausible scenarioto use for asylum applicants entering work, ratherthan assuming all applicants get a minimum wagejob and calculate the income tax and NationalInsurance gains from those jobs as is done inother papers of this nature. This is becausethe education and skill backgrounds of asylumapplicants are often found to be highly varied(Holtom and Iqbal, 2020), as those fleeing conflictand persecution likely do so due to reasonsunrelated to their skill level. Therefore, it ismore plausible to use estimates of the economicgain following an average non-working adultentering work rather than looking exclusively atthe minimum. If asylum applicants have a morevaried skill level (both above and below the UKaverage), then it is more methodologically robustto take the average.
As asylum applicants are exempt from payingcouncil tax (whereas they likely would bedoing so if they were allowed to work) wetherefore estimate the potential tax gain for localgovernment in addition to income tax gain. Toproduce estimates of the gain local governmentwould make from asylum applicants no longerqualifying for this exemption, we take the averagecouncil tax bill and apply it to the number ofassumed asylum seekers entering work undereach scenario. Of course, there will be a strongregional component that will drive the precisecouncil tax bill, but as asylum seekers are housedin parts of the country not of their choosing, itis not possible to capture this regional variationdue to the ambiguity over where each asylumapplicant would go once they were allowed towork. Therefore, an average is the most suitablefigure.
We also capture health effects as there is a well-documented association between health andwork. We use another DWP modelling exercisewhich estimates the reduced healthcare needs

due to an improved wellbeing following JSArecipients entering work (DWP, 2010). For thereasons above, we use this as the most plausiblescenario for asylum applicants entering work.
Asylum applicants are also in receipt of cashand housing support should they qualify forexemptions to restrictions on receipt of publicmoney, notably Section 95 (S95) and Section 98(S98). S95 (along with Section 4) provides peoplewith £6.40 per day (£45 per week) should they beat risk of becoming destitute otherwise, whereasS98 provides people with £9.10 per week forthose in full board Home Office accommodationwho already appear destitute and are awaitingon a decision on the S95 application. Thesame latest round of immigration statistics alsoprovides estimates for the number of claimantsunder both S95 and S98, which are 55,817 and49,493 respectively as of the 31st of December2022 (Home Office, 2022a).
Lastly, we capture the cost of having to housepeople seeking asylum as this is a consequenceof them not being allowed to work. Instead,the Home Office must provide accommodationto those who cannot house themselves whilethey do not have the right to work. To cost forthis, we use existing estimates from the NationalAudit Office (NAO) who have studied the cost ofhousing asylum applicants (National Audit Ofice,2020). Again, there will be variation to this costbased on where the person seeking asylum ishoused and in what type of accommodation. Forthe purposes of this paper, it is most appropriateto use the estimated average, assuming that thecosts above and below this average is of a similarsize. The average estimated cost in 2019 was£560 per month.
This quantitative work produces more preciseestimates for the number of people that couldpotentially enter the labour force if those seekingasylum were allowed to work, and the additionaltax receipts and the fiscal savings that would begenerated from no longer having to financiallysupport them. All unit costs are uprated byinflation as of January 2023.
2.2 Calibrating a Macroeconomic Model

Many studies of this nature produce estimatesof each of these components, usually assuming
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a proportion of applicants enter a minimum-wagejob, thenmultiply by the tax liability for such a jobto calculate the total tax receipt the governmentcould expect from this scenario. Although itselfvaluable, we take the view that this approachlacks detail and significantly underestimates thereality for two reasons. First, by assuming thatasylum applicants enter minimum wage jobs,the estimates are guaranteed to be produced attheir lowest bound. This is almost certainly nota fair reflection of reality, as displaced peoplehave highly varied educational and economicprofile as they have been forced to flee theircountry of origin for reasons independent oftheir own quality of life. This is why wesee evidence of more highly skilled individualsapplying for asylum when compared to typicallabour migration flows (Holtom and Iqbal, 2020).Therefore, the assumption that all applicants willonly receive a minimum wage job is implausiblyinaccurate.
Secondly, this approach does not account forthe potential feedback multiplier effects. Forexample, if the government can reduce itsexpenditure on support for asylum applicants, itcould use this windfall to increase public sectorinvestment which would have a positive effect onoutput and eventually increase future tax intake(see Figure 2 for an illustration). There is also anincome effect, as moving from £45 per week to awage will increase the amount of money asylumapplicants can spend in the economy, which

again could increase output and subsequent taxintake. This is known as a feedback multiplier,which must be accounted for in analysis of thisnature. There can also be negative feedbackstoo, for instance an increase in the working agepopulation increasing competition for jobs woulddrive down wages and subsequent tax take.
Including these feedback multipliers requires theuse of a comprehensive macroeconomic model.We use theNational Institute Global EconometricModel (NIESR, 2018), which can be calibratedto reflect the estimates from the above analysis.The first shock we can apply is the increasein the working age population. This of courserequires us to assume the degree towhich asylumapplicants enter the labour force. As thereis very limited data on the work patterns ofasylum applicants after being granted the rightto work, it is not realistically possible to makea distinction. Therefore, we allow NiGEM tocompute a probability of the asylum applicantwanting to work and being successful in theirsearch which will be based on typical economicfactors, such as a participation rate of around65 per cent. We do not compare the labourforce participation rates of asylum applicants toeconomic migrants grated work visas, as thiswould naturally overstate results as having awork visa requires you to already have securedemployment, and those not in work wouldface deportation, therefore the participation ratewould be close to unity.

Figure 2: Illustration of the Feedback Multiplier Effect Following an Increase in Fiscal Savings
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Asylum applicants on the other hand are forcedmigrants, so would not have the same incentiveto work. Therefore, we do not assume that allasylum applicants find work after being grantedto the right to do so, whereas we would fora study into economic migrants. Whether thisis a precise reflection of reality is a difficultquestion to answer, but this is, in our view, themost robust way to assume the degree to whichasylum applicants would find work and to avoidoverstating results.
The last shock is the induced fiscal savingsfrom a reduction in government expenditureon supporting people seeking asylum followingthe right-to-work restriction being lifted. Theseestimates are based on the aforementionedUnit Cost Database exercise and forthcomingestimates. This shock is applied to the percentageof people who find work, whereas the samesupport from S95 and S98 is applied to thosewhodo not find work in our scenario studied.
All estimates in this paper are assuming the entireright-to-work restriction is lifted, which assumesall those who have outstanding applicationsare then allowed to work; we refer to thisas the ‘Sweden model’. The reason for thisis due to the lack of evidence over the pull-factor, which implies there is no justification forany work restriction. However, some policymakers may, for political reasons, still favoursome work restriction. We provide estimatesunder the scenario that the government only liftsthe restriction for those waiting longer than sixmonths; we refer to this as the ‘German model’.
We assume that those who are successful infinding work do so immediately. This is asimplifying assumption that aids interpretabilityof our findings. If we allowed the model tostagger the increase in working age populationthis would better reflect reality but likely makeminimal difference to our results.
This is because our headline estimates are ayearly average, so the point of timing is not ofconcern to this paper.
This assumption would be problematic if itoverstated the impact on wages in the firstquarter following the shock, as increasing thelabour-force by this size quickly would increasingcompetition for work and drive down wages.

However, our robustness checks found that thiseffect was minimal and had no impact on ourresults, so this approach aids interprability offindings with influencing our estimates.
We project our analysis over the course of fiveyears to give some variables the chance to createa feedback effect. However, we only shock themodel once rather than applying an additionalincrease in the labour force, earning and fiscalsavings each year.
Firstly, we want to isolate the effect of this onechange to determine its isolated economic effectand to again aid interpretability of our findings.
The second reason is long-term projectionswould require us to make assumptions about thefuture asylum application numbers, which itselfwould be a nebulous and imprecise exercise. Eachheadline estimate takes an average across eachyear to compute a per-year estimate.
This work is hence based on four mainassumption:

1. All people with outstanding decisions on
their asylum application (136k people) are
granted the right to work: we also provideestimates for granting the right to workfor those waiting longer than six months(89k people) in each chart. Each scenarioassumes those with the right to work havethe same access to the labour-market as allother UK citizens (i.e. there is no furtherrestriction on what jobs asylum applicantscan apply to) and subsequently find ‘typical’jobs.

2. Only around 65 per cent of those granted
the right to work find a job: this is based onour macroeconomic model’s prediction ofthe probability of being both economicallyactive (wanting a job) and the probability offinding a job which is based on the typicalUK average. Those unsuccessful in findinga job receive the same support they currentget from Section 95 and 98 they alreadyreceive.

3. Those who find a job do so immediately:this is simplifying assumption withjustification and robustness check providedabove. In summary, this is to aidinterpretability, and robustness checks did
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not identify issues with this approach.
4. The shock is a one-off event based on

2023 asylum application levels: thisallows us to isolate the change which aidsinterpretability of the resulting effect, it alsomeans we do not have to make predictionsabout future migration flows. This willmean charts show a decreasing effect overtime.
2.3 Qualitative Evidence

We support this work by exploring wider socialimpacts of right-to-work restrictions within

existing qualitative literature. In particular, wefocus on how right-to-work restrictions impactthe wellbeing of asylum applicants, and how theremoval of this restriction could serve to benefitthem.
These social themes should be seen within thecontext of the macroeconomic estimates, asalthough these estimates can often be vital thedesign of policy regimes, they do not capturethe total impact of such policy changes. Toaccount for this, we explore a series of qualitativestudies to gain a more holistic understanding ofhow lifting the right-to-work restrictions wouldimpact the wellbeing of people seeking asylum.

3 Results

3.1 Tax Revenue

We estimate that around £8,000 of potentialannual tax revenue could be gained by grantingthe right to work to people seeking asylum. Thisis presented in Table 1.
This figure is used to calibrate ourmacroeconomic model NiGEM, which estimatesthat over the course of five years the totalbudget deficit falls by £1.4 billion, which can beinterpreted as the size of fiscal saving/windfallfrom allowing asylum applicants to work.
Many people seeking asylum state their desire towork in the UK and are surprised that they areinstead forced to be dependent on the state.
“I had the plan to learn the language, and other plans
to start my life here, it was a solid plan, but I couldn’t
do it.” - Walther et al., 2021
This is why our assumption of asylum applicantsbeing allowed to work fits with the finding ofadditional tax-revenue, as previous qualitativestudies find evidence of a strong desire to workand be employers. Given the varied backgroundsof those people seeking asylum, it is often thecase that they are capable of being highly skilledworkers or employers. Many state discomfort atbeing forced to be workless, and that they wouldrather work or start a business.
“Go to a camp, and you see how families live [. . . ];
they sit andwatch TV all day, not because theywant

to” - Hoare, 2013
“I am an employer. I can employ [. . . ] I am no more
a leader. I am now like, not a slave, but you are
dependent.” - Hoare, 2013
Table 1: Increased Tax Revenue from Granting
the Right to Work to all People Seeking Asylum

Change Source Value

Income/NI (GMCA,2023) £6,400
Council Tax Assumption £1,500

Notes: calculated on an annual per person basis
As asylum applicants are prevented fromfinancially providing for themselves, they haveto rely on state support. Previous studies haveshown that this position of dependency causesthem distress, as they feel deprived of agencyto support themselves. These feelings areexacerbated by the uncertainty associated withseeking asylum, whereby people do not know forhow long they are going to be in this position.
“During this time, you wait, you can do nothing,
you’re hopeless. You can’t fall in love, you can’t
be in a relationship with someone, you can’t do
anything at all, everything is stopped.” - vanEggermont Arwidson et al., 2022
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Figure 2: Budget Deficit ForecastsAllowing those currently seeking asylum to work would increase tax-revenue by £1.3billion per yearon average

Notes: Figures in red assume right to work granted to all asylum applicants (the Sweden Model), figurespresented in black assume this right is only granted six months after the application was made (the GermanModel). Both scenarios are estimated as a one-off shock to isolate the effect of allowing current asylumapplicants the right to work, as estimates will diminish over time as any effect wears off.
Source: NiGEM; NIESR Analysis of the GMCA Unit Cost Database (2023); Home Office (2022a); NAO (2020)

The resulting effect of worklessness and minimalfinancial support is an increase in charitysupport to alleviate experiences of poverty anddestitution for people seeking asylum. One studynotes that the increase in demand for theseservices: “. . . correlates not with the numbers of
asylum applications received by the UK government,
but with an ever more restrictive approach to the
economic rights and entitlements of forced migrants
in the UK.” - Mayblin and James, 2019
3.2 Fiscal Savings

To calibrate our model to reflect potential fiscalsavings, we first categorise potential savings interms of (1) reduced financial support payments,(2) reduced housing support and (3) reducedhealthcare spending which we summarise inTable 2.
Firstly, As a consequence of the enforcedconstraints on the ability for people seekingasylum to support themselves, the vast majority

request financial support from the government.
Table 2: Fiscal Savings from Granting the Right
to Work to all People Seeking Asylum

Change Source Value

Cash Support(S95) Assumption £2,300
Cash Support(S98) Assumption £500
Housing (S95 +S98) NAO(2020) £8,000
ImprovedHealth GMCA(2023) £700

Notes: calculated on an annual per person basis
Known as Section 95 and Section 98, theseexceptions to the ban on recourse to publicfunds provide successful asylum applicants with
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financial support whilst they wait on the finaldecision from their application. This supportstands at £45 per week for Section 95 (S95) and£9.10 per week for Section 98.
Applicants qualify for the S95 should they be orabout to become destitute. As there is little tono alternative to support themselves financially(other than relying on savings or family members),the possibility of becoming destitute is high,and this is why we see 55,817 people grantedS95 support as of the 31st of December 2022,which is 41 per cent of the total number ofpeople awaiting on a decision on their asylumapplication. As a decision on S95 can takeseveral weeks for the Home Office to processtheir request, supplementary support is offeredthrough S98 to applicants who appear to bealready destitute. This applies to 49,493 at sameperiod, which is 36 per cent of the total. Thismeans that around 77 per cent of all asylumapplicants receive some form of cash support

while they are prohibited from earning an income.
Secondly, both S95 and S98 provide housingsupport, as without it applicants would not havethe means to financially support accommodationfor themselves. A recent study by the NationalAudit Office provides an average cost of thisprovision, which uprated to 2023 prices stands at£662 per month, or around £8,000 per year.
Thirdly, the increased likelihood of health issues isa cost of work restrictions for asylum applicantsand is included in our estimates of potential fiscalsavings. The link between enforced worklessnessand demand for healthcare can be seen mostclearly within mental health needs.
Unemployed people seeking asylum are morethan twice as likely to experience a majordepressive disorder. The same study finds thatthe experience of unemployment is a majorcontributing factor to this finding. (Hocking et al.,2015).

Figure 4: Public Debt ForecastsAllowing those currently seeking asylum to work would reduce government spending by £6.7 billionper year on average

Notes: Figures in red assume right to work granted to all asylum applicants (the Sweden Model), figurespresented in black assume this right is only granted six months after the application was made (the GermanModel). Both scenarios are estimated as a one-off shock to isolate the effect of allowing current asylumapplicants the right to work, as estimates will diminish over time as any effect wears off.
Source: NiGEM; NIESR Analysis of the GMCA Unit Cost Database (2023); Home Office (2022a); NAO (2020)
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Worklessness can negatively impact physical andmental health, as it causes inactivity, makingpeople feel trapped with nothing to do. Thesefeelings are exacerbated by the uncertainty ofasylum seekers’ position, when they have noinformation about how long they may need towait for the outcome of their application.
People living in Home Office temporaryaccommodation also do not have certainty abouttheir location, as they can be moved to a differentarea at any point. This damage to physical andmental health causes additional costs to the NHS,which could be avoided if asylum applicants wereallowed to work. People seeking asylum havepreviously stated that their worklessness is linkedto struggles with their mental health which canresult in NHS treatment.
“I’ve been suffering for the last seven years for not
knowing where to go, what to do, [. . . ] I had to visit
a therapist” - Walther et al., 2021
"I am depressed [. . . ] because I am sitting at home
doing nothing” - Walther et al., 2021
People applying for asylum have already beenthrough traumatic experiences. Being subjectedto such conditions of uncertainty, lack of agencyand low quality of life further traumatises them.
Further, the resulting barriers to integrationexperienced as a result of worklessness has beenfound to further exacerbate the mental healthchallenges of people seeking asylum.
“[I used to have] many options, because I have
relationships with others, but nobody knows where I
am. [. . . ] No one knows I’m here and that I’m nothing
now. They think I have my company now. . . ” - vanEggermont Arwidson et al., 2022
Integration in a new country, after havingexperienced traumatic events, is challenging.However, spending months or years inimposed social isolation caused by right-to-workrestrictions, magnifies that challenge. With thecurrent system creating barriers for integrationfor asylum applicants, the months or years ofwaiting that could be used for them to getadjusted to the life in the UK are wasted. Thistime spent in isolation can take a toll on people’sconfidence and skills, thus delaying integrationeven after applicants may be granted theirrefugee status.

One study finds that integration and mentalhealth are simultaneously related to each other:
“poor mental health negatively impacts the ability
to pursue integration, and, on the other hand,
difficulties integrating within different domains
contribute to mental health problems”. Therefore,the evidence of barriers to integration are furtherinputs to the increasing need for NHS treatment(Walther et al., 2021).
To account for this within our analysis, weprovide estimates of healthcare savings basedon a DWP social cost-benefit analysis workingpaper which calculates the health impacts ofemployment. This figure, uprated to 2023 prices,stands at £718 per year per person per year.Calibrating our model to reflect both these fiscalsavings, along with the other changes to thelabour-market and subsequent earning of asylumapplicants being allowed to work, our NiGEMmodel forecasts a strong response in terms ofreductions in public debt.
The yearly average is a £6.7 billion reduction intotal debt, which can be interpret as a total effectof fiscal savings, increased tax-revenues andpositive effect on output, thus reducing publicdebt.

3.3 Impact on GDP

We provide a summary in Table 3 of the total per-person changes following an asylum applicantbeing allowed to work within the UK.
Table 3: Total Fiscal Savings from Allowing
People Seeking Asylum to Work

Change Source Value

Income/NI (GMCA, 2023) £6,400Council Tax Assumption £1,500S95 Cash Support Assumption £2,300S98 Cash Support Assumption £500Improved Health GMCA (2023) £700Housing NAO (2020) £8,000

Notes: calculated on an annual per person basis
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Figure 5: Nominal GDP ForecastsAllowing those currently seeking asylum to work would increase GDP by £1.6 billion per year onaverage.

Notes: Figures in red assume right to work granted to all asylum applicants (the Sweden Model), figurespresented in black assume this right is only granted six months after the application was made (the GermanModel). Both scenarios are estimated as a one-off shock to isolate the effect of allowing current asylumapplicants the right to work, as estimates will diminish over time as any effect wears off.
Source: NiGEM; NIESR Analysis of the GMCA Unit Cost Database (2023); Home Office (2022a); NAO (2020)

This includes the per-person tax revenue changesalong with the savings induced from a reductionin health, welfare and housing expenditure. Thisestimates that the total fiscal benefit per personapplying for asylum is around £20,000 per year,which can be interpreted as the immediate gainthe government would receive from allowingapplicants to work within the UK.
Combining all these changes together allows usto solve for the total effect on output. OurNiGEM model produces estimates in Figure 5that suggest an increase in output over time asthe feedback effects compound on each other,

resulting in an increase in an annual £1.6 billionincrease to GDP. At the time of writing, this isworth around 0.7% of UK GDP.
The fall after 2025 represents the negativefeedback loop taking effect, whereby thecompetition for wages begins to erode thepositive impact generated from the one-off shockin our scenario.
In reality the right to work would be a consistentpolicy change rather than a one-off event as it isin our scenario, which is why it is important totake an average over the simulation period to geta more precise per year estimate.
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4 Conclusions

Our research shows that lifting the right-to-work restriction on asylum applicants would make asubstantial contribution to the UK economy and the wellbeing of those seeking asylum.
As previous research indicates that right-to-work restrictions do not control the demand for asylumapplications at any level, this discussion paper simulates the effect of the removal of this restriction inits entirety. Our work should be viewed in the context of the arguably ineffective nature of thisrestriction which, if lifted, is likely have little to no impact on attracting disingenuous asylumapplications but would instead enhance the UK economy and the wellbeing of people seeking asylum.
It is important that the findings presented in this paper are not interpreted as solely seeing peopleseeking asylum for the economic value that they can contribute to the UK. Such a narrowinterpretation would serve to only dehumanise people applying for asylum and would fail to considerthe personal tragedies that lie behind their stories. As previous research has evidenced thatright-to-work restrictions do not work as a method to control the demand for asylum applications,this report has therefore estimated what the economic and social impacts would be after removingwork restrictions on people applying for asylum.
Our estimates of lowering the right-to-work restriction from 12 months to six months similarlydemonstrate the potential for positive impact. However, due to the lack of evidence to support theclaim that the work restriction is necessary to disincentivise disingenuous applications, we do notrecommend any level of restriction as a basis for future asylum policy but provide these estimates inthe spirit of transparency and arguably political practicality.
Overall, the results of our modelling of the removal of the right-to-work restriction presented in thisdiscussion paper are considerably higher than initially thought due to more robust quantitativeresearch and because of the use of a macroeconomic model. These enhanced methodologies enableus to state with confidence that allowing people seeking asylum to work would provide a substantialcontribution to the UK economy, government finances and the wellbeing of those fleeing conflict andpersecution.
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